
Interested in joining our team? Send your CV and letter right away to:      
eline@mytransfer.be

Key Responsibilities:
 

Administer sales projects efficiently, inform stakeholders like clients/media partners, enhance processes, and streamline
project timelines.

Develop a foundational understanding of the market dynamics including client activities, competitor analysis, and factors
influencing ad sales strategy.

Prepare forecasts for our stakeholders such as clients, media partners, shareholder, …

Monitor sales performance, prepare comprehensive reports, and maintain a clear record of agency and client activities in
the radio and broader media sector.

Oversee the Transfer database, structuring commercial funnels to streamline sales processes effectively.

Preparing business reports and solving problems in various fields using statistical methods to analyze information and
develop solutions to business problems.

Maintain accurate documentation and records of all transactions, invoices, and data processed within the finance system
for audit and reference purposes.

Support the finance and sales team in reconciling invoices, payments, and financial records within the finance system.

Assist in generating reports for analysis, audits, or managerial review.

 
Profile:

Strong analytical and organizational skills are paramount.

Experience in sales support and project management.

Proactive, solution-oriented, and positive approach to challenges.

Proficient in Excel and Powerpoint with exceptional attention to detail. Knowledge of PowerBI is a big plus.

Outstanding communication skills for managing internal and external client relationships.

Fluent in French, Dutch, and English.

Collaborative team player with a commercial mindset and exceptional interpersonal skills.

Flexible, results-driven attitude with a commitment beyond traditional working hours (No 9 to 5 mentality).
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-JOB OPENING- 
Transfer is the advertising sales house for thematic television, digital video and cinema, both in the north, and the
south of Belgium. Transfer represents the advertising space for several premium tv-channels, such as Eleven Pro
League, National Geographic, Cartoon Network, Kanaal Z, XITE or Pickx+, etc, on Youtube via The Walt Disney

Company and the UGC cinema’s. As an Analyst, you will be working in the ever-evolving media landscape,
reporting directly to the Sales & Marketing Director. Your responsibilities encompass meticulous project and data
management, informing stakeholders, controlling data, and maintaining comprehensive administrative control

throughout the sales lifecycle.
 


